EDAL | European Database of Anyhow Law

19/9/2021: The European Database of Anyhow Law (EDAL) is an online database managed by the European Commission. EDAL provides access to a compilation of summaries of refugee and asylum cases law on the courts of 22 European states, the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) and the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR). The summaries are published in English …

EU drugs regulator backs 3rd dose of Pfizer & Moderna

4/10/2021: The European Medicines Agency (EMA) has said it is recommending that people with a weak immune system receive a third dose of either the Pfizer or Moderna Covid-19 shot 28 days after the second dose is administered. In a statement on Monday, …

European Union - Wikipedia

The European Union (EU) is a political and economic union of 27 member states that are located primarily in Europe. The union has a total area of 4,233,255.3 km² (1,643,649,600 mi²) and an estimated total population of about 447 million. An internal single market has been established through a standardised system of laws that apply in all member states in those matters, and only those matters …

European Union competition law - Wikipedia

European competition law is the competition law in use within the European Union. It promotes the maintenance of competition within the European Single Market by regulating anti-competitive conduct by companies to ensure that they do not create cartels and monopolies that would damage the interests of society. European competition law today derives mostly from articles 101 to 109 of the …

Regulations | EASA


LLM in Intellectual Property Law | Edinburgh Law School

This programme can be taken full-time over one year, or part-time over two years subject to visa restrictions. It offers you exclusive access to the whole range of core courses from the Field of Intellectual property offered in Edinburgh Law School while also giving you the option to tailor the programme to suit your needs and interests.

UNION | Thompsons Trade Union Solicitors

UNISON - the public service union, and Thompsons Solicitors - the UK's leading trade union law firm. At Thompsons, we're proud to provide legal protection for UNISON members, for those who play such a valuable role in our society.

European Commission

Commission Europe - Policies, information and services. Select your language. english español čeština

Store | Wolters Kluwer Legal & Professional

Browse our extensive offering of expert legal resources, tools and work solutions for legal, corporate and compliance professionals. Shop titles that span a variety of practice areas and market segments, from healthcare to government, and securities to banking.

Translation | European Commission

The Directorate-General for Translation tests the European Commission into and out of the EU's 24 official languages, and a few others when ...

Norway faces possible change in EU ties after election

11/9/2021: While Norwegian have rejected EU membership twice, in referendums in 1972 and 1994, a majority are now backing the current EEA agreement. During the election campaign, the EU issue has gradually been pushed to the back burner as the Centre Party - which briefly led in the polls - has seen its support decline.

Modules - School of Law - Trinity College Dublin

Critically evaluate the relationship between European Union Law and the national law of the EU Member States. Discuss how harmonisation and coexistence have affected the substantive law of Member States.

How To Exchange Your Foreign Driving Licence | PassMeFast Blog

12/6/2019 - Countries in the EU or EEA. If your licence was issued from a country in the EU or EEA, then you're officially allowed to drive in the UK on your original licence until you're 70 and your licence expires. If you're aged 70 or over, you must pay a resident of Great Britain, you'll be allowed to drive for 3 years. Once this time has passed, you will need to exchange your licence.

Releases - Paracrawl

ParCrawl Corpus release v6. This corpus is released as part of the ParCrawl project co-financed by the European Commission through the Connecting Europe Facility. Release 6 is the final release for ParCrawl Action 3: “Continued Web-Scale Provision of Parallel Corpora for European Languages”.

T.M.C. Asser Institute


Shaping Europe’s digital future | Shaping Europe’s digital

21/9/2021 - EU Code Week kicks-off with thousands of activities, 18 new coding challenges, European hackathon final and a Bootcamp for teachers. Press release | 1 October 2021 Code of Practice on disinformation: Commission welcomes new prospective signatories and …

Correction: EU - Britain-Shortages story

10/10/2021 - The European Commission has reached an agreement with the UK. The Trade and Cooperation Agreement will facilitate cooperation in a range of areas after the UK left the EU on January 1, 2021. The deal will cover areas such as trade in goods and services. …

The European Commission on behalf of the EU, has disbursed €50 million in macro-financial assistance (MFA) to the Republic of Moldova. This disbursement is part of the €3 billion emergency MFA eu disburses €50 million in macro-financial assistance to the republic of moldova

Green Restart - Renewable electricity generation is predicted to expand this year at its fastest rate since the 1970s according to the 50th edition of Renewable Energy
eu army deployed: brussels 'to send military' to putin's border as russia row spirals

The Social Democrat-led government came to power pledging a vigorous and transparent fight against corruption, an adviser to the bloc's top …

The Korean War: 1950-1953

Benedict Anderson

The Social Democrat-led government came to power pledging a vigorous and transparent fight against corruption, an adviser to the bloc's top …

eu law 3rd ed

Poland's constitutional court has ruled that some European Union laws are in conflict with Poland's Constitution. …

eu law 3rd ed

The Social Democrat-led government came to power pledging a vigorous and transparent fight against corruption, an adviser to the bloc's top …

eu advisor says nord stream 2 can challenge eu rule

In the EU, a person in possession of a class A drugs will be issued a police warning in most cases, effectively …

Norway faces possible change in EU ties after election

Since the insurrection and the subsequent takeover by the Taliban on the 15th of August 2021, the Taliban regime has been able to tighten its grip on the power and control of Afghanistan. …

Norway faces possible change in EU ties after election

The IMF executive board will meet Sunday to hear from a law firm whose investigators concluded that managing …

The Social Democrat-led government came to power pledging a vigorous and transparent fight against corruption, an adviser to the bloc's top …
WASHINGTON—One reason America’s employers are having trouble filling jobs was starkly illustrated in a report Tuesday: Americans are quitting in droves. The Labor Department said that quits jumped to

Americans quit their jobs at record pace in August

BEIJING: China has fulfilled its international human rights obligations over the past five years and actively conducted exchanges and cooperation with other countries, according to an assessment

‘China fulfills human rights obligations’

Ireland legend Brian O’Driscoll chewed the fat with RugbyPass on dreary Lions, cash-hit IRFU, player contracts, London Irish and the new URC.

Brian O’Driscoll on dreary Lions, Rassie, cash-hit IRFU and needed changes

The Company’s Geneva office will become a key locale for Telix’s commercial activities in the EMEA operating region, as well as being the legal entity responsible for commercialisation of Telix’s

Telix establishes commercial hub in Geneva, Switzerland

Prosus today announces an update to its share repurchase programme of Prosus ordinary shares N (the Share Repurchase) announced on 23 August 2021. As part of the Share Repurchase, for the period

Transaction in own shares

Albireo Pharma, Inc. (Nasdaq: ALBO), a rare pediatric liver disease company developing novel bile acid modulators, joins the PFIC Advocacy and Resource Network (PFIC Network) in recognition of PFIC